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Introduction

-

On

Conflict Resolution:
a popular agenda

Conflict resolution is

in the world of

today.
expected in a violent and strife-riddled world. It has
become more so today in spite of the belief that the collapse of the
Soviet block might return us to the pristine dreaming innocence or
the Garden of Eden prophesied by Isaiah as the wolf dwelling with
the lamb (Isa. 11 :6f). But tension has become so rife that colleges
have been set up to study conflict resolution as a science on its
own right. Duquesne University to which SIST is affiliated for a
Masters Degree in Theology has created a department of conflict
resolution. The concern for settling conflicts has become more
preoccupying today than ever before. The role Nigeria has been
playing in the West African sub-region is defended as a way of
maintaining peace in a region of conflict. The United Nations
Organisation which reserves a special place for resolution of
conflicts supports Nigeria in this project, despite the pariah status
of the present military junta.
This is

The Church, in her own little way, has also been involved in this
delicate issue of conflict resolution. But the Church tries to

inculcate the

religious principle of reconciliation as her special
evangelical stamp on world politics. The successful national
conference in Benin Republic in 1990 and the not so successful
attempts in the two Congos benefited from the mediation of
ecclesiastics. These ecclesiastics went into politics not because
they have much experience in it but because they believed that the
Church has this ministry of reconciling communities and peoples.
This is the way the Church on earth, as sacrament of unity, in the
world but not of the world, may be at the service of the Kingdom.
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the chairman of the Truth and Reconciliation

Commission is another ecclesiastic, the intrepid Desmond Tutu.
Central Africa and Eastern Europe have in recent times shown
how barbaric conflicts may become. The barbarism experienced at
this end of the zo" century constitutes a real threat to the definition
of the human person. For a missionary institute conflict resolution
becomes a priority of mission. In the SIST research congress,

organised

by

the

Brottier

centre

for

mISSIOn

research

documentation and animation, and held between November 11-17
1996, the ministry of reconciliation was one of the top priorities of
mISSIon.

In this paper I try to

which

are

problematic

come

to terms with the ethnic

for reconciliation

as

proposed by

cleavages
the SIST

congress. The world tom by strife may be on the way to
reconciliation when the memory of what causes the division is

replaced by or counterbalanced with more peace-generating pattern
of remembrance. The example for this exercise will-be drawn from
the well-known Rwandan crisis, and complemented from the crisis
of relationship in Nigeria.
The Rwandan Holocaust and thefocus

of the SIST congress:
but
it
Rwanda may be far away
is indeed very near to us. The
Rwandan holocaust influenced in a striking way the determination
of the
clear

subject

case

impotence

matter of the SIST mission congress. Rwanda is a

of the abandonment of Africa

of Africa before

by Africans or rather the
self-defining problems. It is a case of

the traumatic consequences of ethnicism, racism and tribalism that
Africa may no longer cover up. The Ethiopian Episcopal
conference told the
Africa

recently concluded SECAM meeting in South
[September 1997] that tribalism is the greatest problem

facing Africa; and that the church does well to address herself
seriously to this evil. This problem becomes compounded with the
decree of the present Rwandan government to outlaw all ethnic
appurtenances, Bahutu, BaTutsi, BaTwa, no longer exist but all are

simply Rwandans. When the hardening of the racial/ethnic divide
produces genocide, the bland denial of this ethnic reality by a

.
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Rwanda is also the
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by

the

community dominated by the West.
community to commit itself principally
to places where western interest is clearly at stake. Rwanda is the
obscene dramatisation by the world community that some are
worthy while others are unworthy human beings.
-As we saw during the SIST congress, the Rwandan tragedy is the
African tragedy writ large. It calls for interrogation on the part of
all Christians and all Africans. In Rwanda humanity is questioned
to the core, the future of humanity is certainly in doubt. For if
humans reproduce such barbarism as recorded in Rwanda, thereby
imitating wild animals, they have failed to imitate God, and
consequently they have lost the image of God that they are
supposed to be. As the conflict engulfs the whole of the central
African region, it becomes more urgent to keep on harping on the
need to redress the tragedy. The resolution of this conflict might
carry the seed for the emergence of the new humanity.
During the SIST congress, two speakers Antoinette Balihe and
John Skinnader
intervened on the Rwandan tragedy. They
international

community

a

-

The West leads the world

-

-

showed

dramatic

the

us

Rwandans/Burundians
cultural-historical

oppression,
The hardening
colonial
to

era

violence

are

centuries

time bomb seeks

assigning rulership

that

the

The violence has
of

during

internalised
of

explosion.
missionary
and client-ship

avenues

the

to Tutsi

the Tutsi. The memory that the Bahutu,
carry and manifest is negative. There is need for

serve

BaTutsi, BaTwa

deep

a

of

of the racial/ethnic divide

resulted in

Hutu who

There

roots.

which like

culture

passing through.

are

conversion and

reconciliation,

memory. There is .also

a

need for

a

a

need for

a

re-education of

different type of Church in the

present circumstances. We need a church that bears witness to
different kind of world. The 1994 Synod for Africa calls
Church

-

the

family

jthis

of God.

,I,

The intervention of Balihe and Skinnader
congress

helped

the discussion groups to

a

during the SIST
identify "reconciliation
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healing of memories" as an urgent priority of mission. The
Congress proposed: "That we become agents of reconciliation,
identifying those in need of it, promoting it in a fundamental and
continuous way; that the sacrament of reconciliation be developed
as a process of healing of memories, with a strong
social

and the

dimension.

"

at Reconciliation:

Halting Attempts

Since our mission congress the situation has even got worse. The
Church leaders in the sister countries, Burundi and Rwanda, are

challenged

to make an effort to bear witness in the very difficult

context of the endless

spiral

of violence and

Their role is unenviable because the

unabated genocide.
missionary-anthropologists

propagated the ethnic farce that hardened into the class system of
the oppressed and oppressor, which in tum yielded the harvest of
conflict and genocide. The Rwandan Episcopal conference, which
does not claim innocence of the many acts of inhumanity within
Rwanda', reported this trying situation of inhumanity to the
SECAM meeting in Johannesburg, (South Africa September
1997). According to the bishops, the genocide triggered an
unprecedented increase in the number of widows, orphans, and
street children. It generated uncontrollable congestion in prisons,
created incredible poverty, and revealed a thirst for vengeance and
settling of scores unequalled in the history of Rwanda.
The Church

facing

as a

mediator of reconciliation has

her. The task becomes

more

an enormous

part of the problem. Healing of memories based
new

task

difficult when the church is

stories in order to make the Church

on

developing

clear agent of
with the church herself.
a

reconciliation may have to begin
Recently, the Church leadership in Burundi tried its hand at

generating

the climate that

ethnic groups. The
embrace political
reconciliation and

church,
educate

lead to peace among the warring
called
bishops
upon all Burundian politicians to
dialogue and negotiation, as the way to

might

healing

of memories,

which has the mission to
human

conscience

and

Making the call as a
the good news and to
promote human dignity, the

announce
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"political dialogue

or

sincere
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negotiation

...

is

the unavoidable way towards peace and reconciliation". No one
should be afraid of dialogue or negotiation, say the bishops. For, it
is the
one

opportunity

to

mutually listen

and for the greater interest of the

another and

appreciate
peaceful and durable manner,
nation, the problems that generate

another in order to resolve in

to

one

a

conflicts.'
Unfortunately, the UPRONA [i.e, the government party] rejected
this initiative by the bishops as it rejected all efforts by President
Nyerere to negotiate in the conflict. In a hostile letter, UPRONA
queried how one might talk about negotiation with the
'genocidaires' [the perpetrators of the genocide]. Does one
negotiate with genocide, which is a crime against humanity? Are
the bishops not becoming accomplices? Instead of condemning and
naming the genocide, they ignore this crime and turn around to call
for dialogue and reconciliation. Genocide is a crime against
humanity. The perpetrators of the genocide are to be tried; one
does not dialogue with them. To water down genocide or' to
convert it into simple ethnic cleavages is to commit double
genocide, says UPRONA. One sees the drama of the unhappy
memory bedevilling life in the central African region.
Though UPRONA's position may be defensible yet it fails to take
fully into account the whole dramatic history of Rwanda. It is
correct to stress that the Church must condemn genocide, so also
must it condemn the superior advantage assumed and given to the
Tutsi before and since the colonial experience. Both the missionary
and the coloniser share the guilt of hardening the Hutu- Tutsi
racial/ethnic problem [a socio-economic reality] into an ideology
of domination. UPRONA needs to be told with the realism of Saint

Augustine

that

perfect peace

and is unattainable

on

is reserved to the redeemed in heaven

earth insofar

as

we

live in

a

state of

for peace and reconciliation may have to start
else it may never be achieved. The pride, the
and the hatreds of people may have to be taken along

corruption. Working
from somewhere

or

ambitions,
with peacemaking.

As Nixon said in

1983,
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"Confusing real peace with perfect peace is a dangerous but
fallacy. Perfect peace is achieved in two places
only, in the grave and at the typewriter perfect peace has
no
historical antecedents and therefore no practical
meaning in a world in which conflict among men is
persistent and pervasive. If real peace is to exist, it must
exist along with men's ambitions, their pride, and their
common

...

hatreds.

,,4

The response of UPRONA raises for Rwanda and the rest of
African states the whole issue of the arrogance of a dominant
minority/majority and the dangerous threat to peace posed by

internalised

oppression.

There is

that citizens may become artisans
On

need for

healing
of a new humanity.
a

memories

so

healing memories.

Across the

experience

board, all

of

men

over

Africa, repression has been the

and women, and

especially

of the

minority

ethnic groups. The repression and injustice we live in Nigeria, for
example, are oftentimes blamed on ethnic/cultural and religious

differences. These differences
with

more

are

bound to be there in

a

country

than 250 ethnic nationalities. The tension that is

experienced is the normal tension that results

from the encounter of

groups with different histories and different narratives. In the
enterprise of nation building, the differences may be successfully

harmonised through formal and informal acculturation. But in
recent

times,

as

Steve Nkom

rightly pointed

out

during

the SIST

congress, these differences become increasingly politicised. The
result is that "Individuals and groups, depending on their access to

economic and

political power, started using the machinery of the
state to alter existing power arrangements at the local and regional
levels, and to increase their leverage not only to control but also to
deal with those who seemed to stand on their way."s Religious and
ethnic appurtenances become the ladders to achieving political
objective. The Hausa-Fulani [Moslems] dominates the North of
Nigeria and the rest of the country. They become sacred cows. The
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ruling class of this dominant group in effect turns into a self
serving oligarchy." Fairness, truthfulness, honesty in governance
becomes the exception instead of the rule. The repressed or
dominated groups are predictably bitter. Mis-governance and the
absence of democratic rule add to the discontent caused by the
unmerited privilege of one ethnic group. The situation may be
tolerated only for a limited period. Discontent and repressed anger
become apparent in certain manifestations of religious or ethnic
bigotry. Socio-political uprisings easily tum into religious uprising
because religion is perceived as a means of socio-political
mobility. There is a recurrent harvest of violence leading to loss of
lives and property. Some, like Ibrahim Musa Ahmadu, wonder
whether vengeance or reprisal may not be a more adequate

political-theological option

simply turning

the other cheek.

7

of his characteristic papers is "Vengeance: The
of Reprisal in the Struggle for Justice in Nigeria".

The title of

Legitimacy

than

one

purely Nigerian nor a Rwandan problem. All
over Africa ethnic and religious problems dominate the societies.
These strangulate the economy and progressively tum Africa into a
continent of misery. Politicians/Rulers who are unsure of their
constituency play one ethnic group against another [Ewe against
the Akan in Rawling s Ghana, Y oruba against. Igbo in Nigeria].
Zangon-Kataf, Ogoni, Warri, Modakeke, Biafra --, each of these
crises in Nigeria is deeply rooted in ethnic bigotry. This is
avoidable if there is a rule of law, and a respect of the humanity of
the other. Insofar as it continues people are hurt; people are killed.
Groups hurt deeply at the injustice. Both the oppressor and the
oppressed groups need to go through the healing of memories to
experience true reconciliation. This process is a journeying
together towards the self-realisation of each and all; it is a process
towards a new self-definition. The journey together becomes the
beginning of a new story, the creation of a new myth. While
holding on to one's cultural matrix, one courageously defines
This is neither

a

oneself with

and

reconciliation

is

because
effected.

of others.
But

Memories

reconciliation

has

are

to

healed;
be

in
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one may benefit from the activities of the truth and
reconciliation commission in South Africa.

truthfulness

Africa

-

must face the Ethnic

in

Question

a

World

of Conflicting

Civilisations
It is

important

ethnic

relations

prejudices
we

feel

to underline the need to face the truth of the inter

of

in

Africa and

group

against

also learned. The harvest

emotions and

prejudices.

different kind of narrative
in it, if

elsewhere

another

are

in the

learned;

world.

The

the emotions

reap from these learned
and emotions is disaster. One needs to unlearn these

are

prejudices

one

our own sense

One needs
or

we

a

different kind of

script,

a

story with characters of a certain type

of life and value is to be called forth in the

way most appropriate and most generative of humane Iiving'
It is vital at this end of the zo" century that Africa confronts in

boldness and truthfulness the uncomfortable question of ethnicity.
The evidence from the Central, Western and Southern African

regions

shows that the ethnic

question

may remain with

foreseeable future. And while ethnic nationalities

us

for the

against one
another in Africa, the world community is regrouping rapidly
around clusters of interrelated cultures or civilisations. Only those
issues that touch a culture-area, especially the West, may provoke
sufficient interest for adequate intervention. Samuel P. Huntington
warns that the most pervasive and important world conflicts in the
post-cold-war era will not be ideological; they will rather be
conflicts between peoples belonging to different cultural entities or
war

civilisations. Civilisations regroup cultures that are interrelated or
major common traits; they are the new emerging tribes.

have

Huntington interprets
one

cultural

grouping

the
or

common

civilisation

action that may be adopted by
against another as arising from

defence of one's kith and kin, or the defence of major economic or
political interest. He lists 6 world civilisations as Western, Sinic,

Hindu, Islamic, Latin American, and African. It is

easy for
Western powers to rally round the United States in its bid to punish
Iraq, but they may not take that kind of action against Israel. It will

be easy to mobilise UN and NATO forces for the Balkans

because,

Healing
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Orthodox Christian interest clashes with

Islamic interest. But it will not be
to

as

so

easy to mobilise such

in the central African

region

and kin of Westerners have been withdrawn and

a

force

because the kith
are

saved from

this intra-civilizational conflict. And also because the

region

is

economically
militarily impoverished."
Africa, despite the multiplicity of cultures and ethnic
nationalities, is a cultural entity. We must learn to harness the
potentiality of each cultural or ethnic group, and emphasise the
unifying factors while not minimising the specificity of each
group. The alternative is the risk of being consigned more and
more to the remotest suburbs of the emerging world. Unless Africa
faces this issue in all honesty and addresses the fears of each group
and

in order to maximise what unites

us we may continue to be the
world
that
underdogs
may simply ignore us or intervene
among us for its own interests. The Church's witness to a Kingdom

in

a

of peace and reconciliation must include
between African cultures.

provoking dialogue

Conversion/Concern/or the other as the Route to Reconciliation.
Our prejudices are a stumbling block. They are hidden behind
centuries of socialisation. They are hidden in stories and myths that
define us in relationship to the other. The myth of the origin of the
Hutu, Tutsi and Twa validates a reality of socio-economic
inequality. When it comes from the dominant group, and becomes
the basis for the ongoing relationship between the groups, it
provokes arrogance in the one and subservience and inadequacy in
the other. Anger and fear are predictable emotions. A powerful
life-renewing story arising from the experience of the groups,
which respects their dignity is vital for the experience of
conversion. Both the

advantage

one

from the social

who expresses arrogance and reaps
inequality and the other who represses

anger and intemalises oppression need the conversion. While it is
easier to call the arrogant to conversion, it is more difficult to

understand how the

oppressed need

conversion. But

we

shall

see
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as

may be needed

type of conversion I am talking about

the

much

by the oppressor.
oppressed
From the abundant literature of the Afro-American slaves
as

learn the

by

as

of conversion for the

we

and most

importance
oppressed
the
We
learn
to
see
events
of life from the
marginalised.
great
underside of history. We learn, as Bonhoeffer says, that personal
suffering is a more effective key, a more rewarding principle for
exploring the world in thought and action than personal good
fortune. In other words, from the suffering of the one in the
garbage heap, from the questions posed from the garbage heap, a
new humanity may emerge. Rwanda, Ogoni, Biafra, and so on may
not remain only sad or negative narratives. They may become the
way of redemption for the Central and West African regions. The
discovery of this is conversion, the only way to reconciliation.
I find paradigms of creative courage in the slave literature of the
African American life experience. This may appear unusual. But it
is striking that on the altar of slavery, the Spirituals were able to
challenge the cross-bearers [the slaves] to make a fundamental
option for Jesus, to reclaim their humanity, and to stand by any
other sufferer in order to entrench freedom and responsibility in the
slave community. One of the striking lyrics drawn from the
experience of converts is the famous, Were you there when they
crucified my Lord?
As Lovell comments on the possible guilt by omission or
commission,

If you

were

there, what

were

you

doing?

How in the world

could you have let it happen? Were you there when the
blood came twinkling down? Surely, you could not have
stood there

watching

neglect,

'0

tremble,

were

00000

and done

nothing.

oh, sometimes it

you there when

they

To think of your

causes me

crucified my

to

tremble,

Lord?lO

is that the converted may never be allowed to be
indifferent when the other is suffering. lB. Metz was somewhere
The

warning

making

a

commentary

on

the

sayings

of Jesus

on

the mountain in

i
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with the passage where the

said, 'an

eye for

an

eye and

a

tooth.' But I say to you, Do not resist an
evildoer. But if anyone strikes you on the right cheek, tum
the other also; and if anyone wants to sue and take your
tooth for

coat,

give

a

your cloak

as

well;" (Mt. 5:38-40).

interesting remark that while we may not resist
on the right cheek, we do not have the liberty
of doing nothing when we see another being struck. In other
words, we may endure evil, and that is the command, but we may
not allow evil to befall another and do nothing. This is what the
lyricist in the Spirituals tries to say by singing, Were you there
when they crucified my Lord?
Lovell makes this interesting commentary on the lyric:
Metz makes the

when

we are

struck

_

..

_.

is committed under the eyes of
Every great wrong
or
frightful
uncaring people. For the wrongs of humankind
the finger points at us all. We are all guilty. We are not so
...

much because of what

This shows that the

being

we

do

as

what

we

allow to

happen.

11

towards conversion is the step towards
saturated with humanity. Thus being saturated one has the
move

courage to dare to change the
the service of the Kingdom.

To be able to claim that

world,

we are

to reinvent

humanity,

part of this mission

converted. As the Black American slave-literature calls
be "struck dead"

it,

must be
we

must

better way of
learning the new story that effects the conversion and listening in
order to be converted than by being there. Only when we are there

with the

suffering

to the extent that

may declare
intolerable.

by

God. There is of

we

to be at

course no

other may we learn the story that will revolt us
feel the urgency of a new humanity. Then we

we

through

action

that

inhuman

conditions

are
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By getting involved, by having one's hands dirtied in the pit, in
the trenches, by having the actual experience of oppression,
exploitation, and injustice or misfortune caused by others this is
the true path of conversion. As the Filipino. theologian and
Benedictine nun, John Mary Mananzan says, "Unless one gets a
skin-to-skin contact with these realities, there is no. sense of
-

urgency to. involve o.neself,12
As Christians and missionaries

we

do. not have any other road to

follow except the road of conversion. This conversion is not
conceived as a simple renewal, it is a fundamental change of

direction,

to.

see

the world from the

point

of view of the

one

in

privileged Tutsi sees the world from the underside of
history, the point of view of the subservient Hutu. The frustrated
Hutu in hot pursuit of the hated Tutsi sees the world from the
underside of history, the fugitive Tutsi, and so on.
Lovell rightly pointed out that the great evils of the age are
allowed to. happen because of fear. That is why co.nversio.n is the
experience of that perfect love which casts away fear. Conversion
effects a true healing of memory. The great narratives of the new
self of the slave who. was struck dead by God or slain in the Spirit
of God dramatise conversion and healing of the self enjoyed by the
distress. The

co.nverted.

These narratives speak of the racist and cruel world of slavery
where the slave is negatively described as non-being: dark of body
and darker of souL

They describe their conversion in form of
feeling one's "body suspended over a burning pit by a web like a
spider web". The slave is miraculously rescued from this
dangerous pit to. move into. a new world, where the voice of the
Lord Jesus is heard, "Fear not my little
you a message of truth".

The slave recuperated

one

for behold! I

come

to

embodied

spirit, now belongs to Jesus
and not to. the slave master. The experience of conversion is the
discovery that the slave is a self with dignity.
as

The fundamental message of truth, which led to the emergence of

the new self-understanding of the slave, the true message of
conversion for the slave, is, according to. Earl, the revelation of the
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existential and ontological notion of sin. The God of their

visionary experience brought them to see that sin in the slave is the
"fear of being itself'. The experience of this revelation is the peak
of being slain by God. Overcoming this fear is conversion.
Slaves' fear of

being-in-general required

that

they,

in the

face of their masters, repress the original creative self with
which God had endowed them. This fear demanded that

according to the dehumanising specifications of
slave masters' image of the ideal slave.
Slaves overcame this fear only when they had passed
through what they termed being "struck dead" or "slain in
the Spirit by God." Before going through this salvific
experience the slave undoubtedly would not have been able
to define the root source of his or her fear. This experience
gave slaves the critical means of seeing why they had been
fearful of being-in-general. It, also, gave them a new root
slaves act

definition of sin, that is, the lack of the courage to be in the
face of being itself. In the conversion sources, sin must be
defined

the converted's

being rather than such
unacceptable social conduct as drinking, dancing, and
gambling. The genuine conversion experience brought
as

slaves to

an awareness

state of

of the true

alienation from God and

one

source

and nature of their

another. Vertical alienation

from God created horizontal alienation from one another.
Fear of being-in-general deluded many into believing that

they could placate
The

converted

their

became

missionary struggle
humanity; the courage

to

earthly masters.

empowered
beyond

move

to be

to

13

be

the

engaged

frontiers

in

the

of lived

part of the future of humanity. Among

the slaves it is the power to live liberation through bringing this
news to other slaves and fearlessly to the slave masters. In

Rwanda/Burundi, in Nigeria or South Africa, it is the

power to face

the story of our crimes and divisions. It is also the power to draw
energy from the resilient elements of our traditions, to draw
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strength from the witness of those who laid down their lives in the
struggle. The grains of this type of struggle for a new humanity lie
within our history or our traditions, and are borne by prophetic
others. In Rwanda at this end of the zo" century, as was the case in
Auschwitz, the future of humanity is in question. But the new

humanity started emerging even as the savage butchers were
striking the unfortunates. As soon as the Rwandan holocaust
started the Rwandan martyrs emerged as artisans and symbols of a
new humanity.
\

People of the Future

-

the Rwandan

Martyrs

as

the Seed of

Reconciliation.

The

shocking narrative of genocide, racism or ethnocentrism is
only pattern of the display of humans in the central African
region. There were some who heard the cry of anguish and torment
of their neighbours and came to their rescue. These are the brave
not the

and courageous humans; the brave and courageous Hutu or Tutsi;
the men and women of the future, men and women of hope. These

the unsung martyrs who gave sanctuary to hunted Tutsi friends
and neighbours or fellow Christians. They paid the supreme price
are

with their

own

lives. Their blood is the seed.

were

simple

and men, seminarians who
the butchers into Tutsi and Hutu,

Christians, catechists, religious
refused to be

They

women

separated by
clergy. They are basically human beings who
heard the cry of other human beings and rescued them. They knew
the great risk they were running in supporting other lives. They lost
members of the

their lives in that effort to

save or

affirm life.

heard the cry for life and responded. They may be unsung
martyrs. They may be buried in the mass graves of hate. Their

They

testimony may be drowned in the din of killers, in the
confusion of refugee camps, in the hurried and popularised
activities of charitable organisations. Their voice may be drowned
voice and

in the tales of horror at those tribunals that sit within and outside

Rwanda. But their response is the beacon of hope for
and transformed Rwanda, Africa and the world.

a
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mission of reconciliation in Africa

men

and

women

who

conquered

their

emotions of hate, their emotions of fear of the other in order to
embrace fellow humans, to embrace life, to embrace the other and
him

her

security.
important to eulogise this few, this brave few. They
constitute the seeds of a new humanity; they are the future of
humanity. Their action is selfless and in favour of human life.
They shed their blood to testify to this. They confirm the message
of hope that the 1994 Synod for Africa addressed to the People of

give

or

It is

God.
At this time when

political

so

interest is

much fratricidal hate

tearing

our

inspired by

people apart,

when the

burden of the international debt and currency devaluation is
want to say a
crushing them, we the Bishops of Africa
....

word of hope and encouragement to you, the family of God
in Africa; to you the family of God all over- the world:

Christ

hope
Synod, No.2].
our

is

alive;

we

shall live!

[Message

of the

These martyrs of Rwanda signed this message of hope with their
own blood. They mark the beginning of a new story. Many have
wondered whether in the 3rd world one may speak coherently of

living a Christian life without going into the
trenches of suffering and struggle, without tasting the violence or
misery that is the day to day experience of an increasing
percentage of 3rd world men and women. In Rwanda, Burundi, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, we see the tiny light of the
spirituality,

of

courage that will create the third world of tomorrow. These
martyrs may be forgotten today. But their mark remains for all

eternity.
As missionaries

Their action

we

comes

allow their story to be forgotten.
from lived conviction. The choice was clear.
should

never

They may be part of the tragic situation of hate, which reproduces
violence. They belong to antagonistic ethnic groups. But they took
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prophetic high ground of the garbage heap to challenge
the inhumanity of ethnic cleavages and inter-ethnic hate. It is a
clear conversion experience. It is the experience of being slain by
the Spirit of God. Forced by circumstances to decide, they chose to
stand by and protect the neighbour. This action gives meaning to
individual lives and to the life of the community.
As a matter of fact they do not need to be Christian to decide in
favour of the life of the neighbour. But being Christian became an
added support to their action. Their faith developed and increased
meaning in their life and in the witness of the local church. Their
blood flowed into and from the cleansing blood of the lamb. They
qualify to move around with the lamb singing his praises for the
emergence of a new humanity under construction. A humanity that
emerges only in excruciating trial because of the evil which
surrounds the world of experience. They are the prophets who
carry the placard of salvation. The SIST congress called them the
prophetic strangers bearing testimony in the most difficult of
the fatal

circumstances:
Now have

kingdom
the

come

the salvation and the

of our God/ and the

accuser

of

our

power/

and the

Messiah, / for
comrades has been thrown down, / who

authority

of his

day and night before our God.
But they have conquered him by the blood of the Lamb/
and by the word of their testimony, / for they did not cling
to life even in the face of death. (Rev. 12: 10-12).
accuses

them

Christians, these individual courageous men and women,
by powerful conviction about the value of the life of the
other, perform this act of heroism when the local Church in
Rwanda and Burundi has lost its prophetic voice. Demonic forces
of hate, mistrust, ethnic and cultural loyalty have dispersed the
These

driven

local Church. These martyrs have become strangers within the
flow of ethnic solidarity. They firmly rejected the sundering of the
bond of Christian witness to
ethnicism

-

a oneness

unity or oneness by
baptismal faith.

rooted in the

a

creeping
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As many of you as were baptised into Christ have clothed
yourselves with Christ. There is no longer Jew or Greek,

there is

no

longer

slave

female; for all of you
28)

or

free, there is
in

are one

longer male
Christ Jesus. (Gal. 3:
no

and
27-

of this

baptismal confession one has to
become a stranger within one's ethnic persuasions, within one's
culture, within one's civilizational bias. For the majority of the
Christians in Rwanda and Burundi the baptismal water has
congealed into ineffectiveness before the genocidal mania of ethnic
loyalty, ethnic madness has triumphed. But these few whom we
To live the

honour

imperatives

martyrs have become the basis of a new Christian
story. The story of their heroism becomes the basis of the new

must

as

doctrine of salvation in the Christ, a new spirituality of the triumph
of love over hate in the Church of the central African region. They
bear witness to the emergence of a new humanity.
As missionaries we are obliged to begin anew

this

new

emerging

world surrounded

by despair

our

contact with

and violence

by

telling the story of our brave martyrs of Rwanda. This story of the
triumph of love over hate, when narrated in the Christian context
solidifies the power of the love of Christ in a given community.
We discover in the midst of this incredible ordeal a narrative that

supports

and

clarifies

confession; Jesus died for
Their blood

pouring

the
us

from

fundamental
to set
a

us

Christian

free and to

source

deeply

change

story

and

the world.

entrenched in the

cultural matrix testifies to the resilient aspects of these cultures, but
then mingles with the redeeming blood of Christ for the expiation
of the collective crime of their brothers and sisters. Their story
a new metaphor for th, retrieval of forgotten bravery and

becomes

hospitality for which traditional Africa is known. In Nigeria, for
example, it becomes the basis for the retrieval of stories of the
generosity of Northern Nigerian local chairmen, local chiefs, who
collected house rents of fellow citizens who fled the 1966 pogrom,
banked them, and handed them to the owners after the civil war.
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strengthened them to hide the
threatened Hutu or Tutsi unfortunates, their neighbours, so much
are they bearing witness to Christ to give birth to the new
community in Africa and the world. They are witnesses, living in a
In

so

far

as

their faith in Christ

world of hate, but strangers to the evil that has clobbered the local
Church and society.
Then

one

of the elders addressed me,

saying,

"Who

are

these, robed in white, and where have they come from?" I
said to him, "Sir, you are the one that knows." Then he said
to me, "These

are

they

who have

come

out of the

great

have washed their robes and made them white

ordeal; they

in the blood of the Lamb.
For this

worship

him

who is seated

They

will

before the throne of God, and
and night within his temple, and the one

they

reason

day
on

the throne will shelter them.!

hunger

not strike

are

no

more, and thirst

no

more; the

sun

will

them,
any scorching heat; for the lamb at the
centre of the throne will be their shepherd, and he will
nor

guide them to springs of the water of life,
wipe away every tear from their eyes." (Rev.

and God will
7:

13-17).

of Reconciliation and Healing of Memories
the Detmold Confession.
Rwanda is certainly bad news. But Rwandans inside and outside
their country try to do something about rescuing their future from
the demon of hate and genocide. Those in power, the soldiers, may
be intolerant of dialogue. But ordinary Rwandans want dialogue.
Widening

the Field

-

In

a

recent conversation with Marthe Antoinette

made to understand that Tutsi

Balihe,

I

was

give protection to the returning Hutu
military are on the scene.
refugees. Things
The military do not appear to welcome dialogue and reconciliation.
Those who protect their neighbours continue to lose their lives and
are counted among the martyrs, Other efforts are being made to
salvage humane living in the central African region.
break down when the

Healing

In

a

Memories: the Church

recent and dramatic

Detmold in

genocide
oppression

Germany,

of

one

Agent of Reconciliation

confession of

guilt by

Hutus and Tutsis admitted

in

committed

as

group

Rwanda

and

for

the
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Rwandans at

guilt for
repression

the
or

other.l" European Christians also
creating the situation that led to the
inadequate response to the problems in

by

the

confessed their involvement in

genocide along
Rwanda.

But

with their
as

Overdulve

noted

the

confession

unbalanced. While Hutu admitted with shame the

appears
for the

guilt
population, Tutsi did not quite admit
their historical contribution to the problem, nor did they take fully
into consideration the fact that the injustice of the present Rwandan
regime is a matter to be clearly repudiated. Reconciliation will be
difficult without a clear admission of guilt followed by a prayer for
forgiveness, and a process of making amends for the crime

genocide against

the Tutsi

committed.

the

As

introduction

of the

Detmold

confession

asserted,

people will only be able to be reconciled
with itself when everybody who is part of it is prepared to
kneel down before the other's suffering, to confess before
the other one's own crime and humbly to ask forgiveness
The Rwandan

from one's victims.

exactly what the confession of the
Detmold meeting tried to express.

This is

Hutu

participants

at the

"We, Hutu Christians present in Detmold, acknowledge
that

our

people

have

oppressed

the Tutsi in all kinds of

ways since 1959. We confess the crime of the genocide,
perpetrated by the Hutu group towards the Tutsi group

during the various periods of the history of Rwanda
especially in 1994. We are ashamed of the atrocities
the brutalities which the Tutsi

were

hands of the Hutu: tortures, rape,
women, cutting human bodies to

alive, chasing people with dogs

and
and

made to suffer at the

ripping open pregnant
pieces, burying people

as one

chases

an

animal,
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massacres

killing
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in Roman catholic and Protestant

churches which used to be
off old

as

recognized places

in the

hospitals,
burning people 'alive, refusing people
thousand other shameless acts with

and

killing

of

asylum,

and women, children and sick persons
forcing relatives to kill their next of kin,

men

and with

a

to be buried and

view to

a

humiliating

mockery.

"We carry on our shoulders the terrible weight of this crime
which is beyond speaking, and we accept to bear the
consequences of it without resentment. We beg our Hutu

brothers and sisters not to

forget this terrible past, when
they judge the present reality of Rwanda. We ask God and
our Tutsi brothers and sisters humbly for forgiveness for all
the wrong we have done to them. We commit ourselves to
do everything in our capacity to restore to them their
honour and

humanity."

dignity

and to find

15

Those who made the confession

they

may

even

be hunted and

are

again

in their eyes

our

lost

not within Rwanda. As Hutu

persecuted by

their Tutsi

compatriots

and opponents. But they had the courage to identify with their own
ethnic group and assume the crime committed by this group.

Though

their confession may be limited in effectiveness, one
impact it might have in the overall healing

should not minimise the

of memories. For their confession is part of the

emerging story,

which should counter the culture of violence, that has been the lot
of this part of the central African region. This confession may tend
and women, Tutsi
and Hutu, who took the fatal step of prophetically protecting their
neighbours from the opposite ethnic group.

towards the direction of the heroism of the

men

The confession of the Tutsi may not be as self-critical as that of
the Hutu, but it is an additional opening of the flanks to dialogue
and reconciliation:
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"We, Tutsi Christians present in Detmold,
feel relieved because of the

appeal

for

are
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happy and

forgiveness

of

our

Hutu brothers.

"We, in

our

tum, ask God and our Hutu brothers likewise
for the blind oppression and revenge exercised

forgiveness
by our people against
legitimate defence.

the Hutu

populations beyond

any

uyirenza uruga' (The fact of
legitimizing wrong under the pretext that it affects an
opponent, ends with the fact that it turns against the one
'Inkoni

who

ikubise

mukeba

legitimizes).

forgiveness for
certain
and
disdainful
attitudes
clearly
arrogant
demonstrated towards them in the course of our history in
the name of a ridiculous ethnic superiority complex."
We ask God and

our

Hutu brothers likewise

We have in these confessions the

grains

of the

healing

and of reconciliation. That these confessions

were

of memories
made in the

context of the church shows what the church may contribute

as

agent of reconciliation. Despite its weakness, the Church in Africa
has made the bold option to search for ways of mediating
reconciliation through its proposal of the ecclesiology of the
Church

as

Family.

African Image of Church as Agent of Reconciliation
the Church as family of God.
The bishops gathered in the special assembly of the Synod for
Africa in 1994, heads bowed but not overcome, made the daring
option for an ecclesiology of Church-as-Family-of-God. This
option is certainly as momentous as the option made in 1974 for a
theology of incarnation as opposed to that of adaptation. I t is
remarkable that this bold declaration of ecclesiology of family was
being pronounced at a time Africa is tom by fratricidal hate,
genocide, racism, ethnocentrism and dictatorships unparalleled in
the history of the continent.
-
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"But Christ has

human
are

the

Family
family

come

in the

as

Agent

of Reconciliation

to restore the world to

image

of the

unity, a single
Trinitarian family. We

of God: this is the Good News! The

blood flows in

our

Christ". "It is for the

same

veins, and it is the blood of Jesus

church-as-Family

that the Father has

taken the initiative in the creation of Adam. It is the

Church-as-Family which Christ, the New Adam and Heir to
the nations, founded by the gift of his body and blood. It is
the Church-as-Family which manifests to the world the
Spirit, which the Son sent from the Father so that there
should be communion among all. Jesus Christ, the only
begotten and beloved Son, has come to save every people
and every individual human being. He has come to meet
each person in the cultural path inherited from the
ancestors. He travels with each person to throw light on his
traditions and customs and to reveal to him that these

prefiguration,
the Elder of a

distant but certain, of Him, the New Adam,
,,16
multitude of brothers which we are.

The attraction of this

by

African

are a

ecclesiology, which
theologians, is the emphasis

is yet to be worked out
The
on

relationship.V

relational notion of person appears to be the contribution African
civilisation makes to the world. Humans are defined as being

essentially in relationship or simply as "subsistent relationship".
argued in A Listening Church, Africans perceive the person in
18
terms
of "being-with", "living-with", "belonging-to".
The
Western philosophical tendency is to emphasise the absolute
originality and concreteness of the human person
"being-for
itself'. Western philosophy recognises the fundamental need of
relationship for the realisation of person. However, the "I" is
As 1

-

constituted before it chooses to be related.

tendency

is to insist

on

relationship

as

of the "I". It will be difficult to understand

the essential

linkages

to

But the

African

essential to the constitution
an

divinities, family,

individual without

kindred and ethnic

group. The human person is in dynamic tension towards realising
the self; thus the self becomes an unfinished sentence. The
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successful person, an ancestor, is
through this relationship.

as

Agent of Reconciliation

one

who has

III

successfully

lived

It is

interesting that the Synod Fathers anchored the basis of the
proposed Family ecclesiology on Trinitarian theology. The
relationship that marks the trinity, that which constitutes the
internal life of the creator, is imprinted in the life of humans.
Aquinas defines the Trinity in terms of subsistent relationship.
African bishops tend to suggest that the social definition of person
as subsistent relationship, the basis of African family linkages,
when animated by the Trinity becomes the way of witnessing as
Church. To be architects of a renewed humanity, the People of
God live essentially in relational terms. As the Sotho (South
African) proverb says it, motho ke motho ka batho ka bang one is
human with and because of others. The relational ecclesiology that
is developed from this cultural experience is supposed to transform
relationships across the board in the church and the world. This.
cultural experience of African civilisation, which challenges the
Western experience of modern individualism, has not been fully
tapped because Africa has not the military or economic might to
make its views and experiences carry clear weight in the world and
-

the church.

Despite

the weakness of

Africa

in the world and the

church, the

synod made a clear option for this Family-of-God
ecclesiology. Relational ecclesiology is Spirit-ecclesiology. In
other words relational ecclesiology is realisable where the church
is clearly the sphere of the operation of the Spirit of God. It is
guided by fully listening to the Spirit of God and to all the
members of the church. Solidarity in the Church, mutual help, the
respect of the somebodyness of each and all is the result of this
ecclesiology. The recent SECAM plenary ass.embly in South
Africa, held on the same theme of Church-Family reiterates the
declarations of the Synod and insists,
African

It is to be
are

expected

that in the Church

as

Family

of God

we

to love and serve one another as brothers and sisters and

avoid

all

forms

of

hatred,

division,

discrimination,
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domination and pride. Bishops, priests and Church leaders
should be seen as the servants of the people of God. In such

family, we expect greater sense of solidarity, sharing and
caring most especially for the poor and needy. At this
assembly we also emphasize the need for sharing of
a

resources, human and material

amongst the local churches

both in Africa and in the universal church. We call
local churches of Africa to send
own

sons

and

daughters

universal church".
These declarations

priests

and

Religious,

to work in other

19

by

SECAM and the

of

church

on

the

their

parts of the

Synod for Africa
being proposed and being
constructed. The declarations are a self-j udgement by the local
churches in Africa. This ideal of Church as family is being
proposed at a time when Christians are massacring their kind in
genocide unheard of in the history of the continent. This ideal is
being proposed at a time when leadership in the African State and
church is bedevilled with ethnocentrism. These ideals are being
proposed when African local churches watched the events in
Rwanda and failed to act adequately as the prophetic other, sister
indicate

the

churches
Africa

or as

ideal

mother church. But how will the local churches in

challenge Rwanda/Burundi for failing in the prophetic
beyond their ethnic limits when these local

action to live
.

churches may be accused of similar lack of courage?
"Who

my mother and my brothers?"
Fraternity, solidarity, warmth and intimacy
are

are

the virtues of the

Relatedness is constitutive of the definition of the human
person and the human family in Africa. Consequently, the
metaphor, Family, may not be claimed by any institution,
to live in
especially the Church, unless the prophetic

family.

stru,��le

the ethnic group is 'fully embraced.
"Wh9 are my mother and my brothers?" Jesus asked, "Here are my
mother and my brothers! Whoever does the will of God is my

fraternity

and

solidarity beyond

brother and sister and mother",

(Mk. 3:33-34).

As Jesus

challenges
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of God,
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circle in order to create the
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large Family

may the Church in Africa challenge the limited family
kindred-ethnic circle. Consequently a prophetic Church as family
so

will emerge; there Hutu and Tutsi, Y oruba and Igbo, Roman and
Greek, slave and free, male and female, may find a warm home

they have one God for Father and one church for Mother.
family metaphor is a powerful metaphor in a world where

because

The

attachment to one's kith and kin is

on

the increase. The Churches

confidently dare to propose this to the world church,
enjoying their autonomy they ensure the collapse of all
discrimination based on race and ethnic loyalties. They ensure
in Africa may

when

warmth and koinonia within their church and carry this into the
communion of churches. This is the African contribution to healing

of memories and
I
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